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INSTRUCTION To CANDIDATES 

SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 
1. 

each. 
SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to atte mpt any FOUR questions. 
SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 3. 
have to attempt any TWO questions. 

SECTION-A 

1. Answer briefly: 

a) Discuss the fundamentals CAD/CAM systems 

b) Explain the IGES graphic standard in CAD 

c)Give the advantages of solid model over wire frame model. 

d) Discuss the parametric and non-parametric representation of curves. 

e) Explain in brief some of the recent advances in FEM. 

1 Discuss how CNC machine have more benefits than NC machine. 

gExplain the methods to implement GT in an organization. 

h) What is the method of data selection systems in CAPP? 

i) Explain the basic need and elements of CIM. 

j) Discuss the importance of part classification and coding systems in GT. 
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SECTION-B 

2. n brief various input and output devices used in CAD systems. 

3 

Tot ou mean by CSG model and also give benefits of parametric Modeling 

Technique? 

ss using suitable 2-D example what is concatenation of transformation 
matrices. 

4. 

S.Discuss in brief the basic principle and general procedure of FEM. 

DIScuss the concept of DNC system using block diagram and dis cuss its types. 

SECTION-C 

Discuss the concept of adaptive control in machining system and explain various sources 
of variability in it. 

7. 

8. Discuss how part families are formed in GT and explain Group techno logy machine cells. 8. 

Discuss various layout considerations and benefits of FMS. 9. 
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